COMPLAINT FOR FULL DISCLOSURE AND
JUDICIAL REVIEW OF THE U.S. SPECIAL
VIRUS PROGRAM
SUMMARY OF THIS COMPLAINT
Since the late nineteen seventies the world
has pondered and dealt with a mystery called
AIDS. In July 1992, plaintiff-petitioner, Boyd
Ed Graves, received a diagnosis of HIV and
began researching the origin of AIDS as perhaps
a way to combat it. Over the last fifteen years,
plaintiff’s research has led to a federal virus
development program entitlted the U.S. Special
Virus program (1962 – 1978). Any review of the
fifteen progress reports of this federal program
will solve AIDS.
In this regard, on May 15, 2000, defendant
United States, Dr. Victoria Cargill, located the
Special Virus program in the archives of the
National Cancer Institute (“NCI”). See, .
According to the defendant, she referred the
discovery of the flowchart proof of the
laboratory origin of AIDS to defendant United

States, Dr. Alan S. Rabson, Deputy Director of
the NCI.
Any review of the correspondence between the
parties will show:
a) The archives contained progress reports
#’s 14 and 15 of the U.S. Special Virus
program.
b) The information was turned over to Dr.
Rabson.
c) The parties discussed the specific
reports in various correspondence over a
number of years. See,
d) The documents are not in the archives
and their whereabouts is presently
unknown.
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
This lawsuit is filed in accordance with the
January 9, 2007 final agency determination of
defendant Michael Leavitt, Secretary, Health
and Human Services under the Freedom of
Information Act,

This issue of the U.S. ORIGIN of AIDS is of
extreme public significance and importance.
Plaintiff prays the court will allow for the
‘widest latitude’ in the litigation of this matter.
THE MISSING PROGRESS REPORTS
Progress Reports 14 and 15 of the U.S.
Special Virus program are pivotal in our futher
understandiung of the U.S. ORIGIN of AIDS for
a number of reasons. First, the two missing
progress reports are the end reports of the secret,
virus program in that they represent the years,
1977 and ’78. Second, progress report #15
reveals the ‘visible’ taxpayer budget for the
development of AIDS. Third, progress report
#14 reveals the work of defendant United States,
Peter Duesberg, which further shows the
subterfuge of the U.S. Constitution and the truth.
The missing progress reports are crucial to the
full understanding of the federal program that
made AIDS.

DR. RABSON IS A MEMBER OF THE
SPECIAL VIRUS PROGRAM
Dr. Alan S. Rabson has a ‘”vested interest” in
not wanting the American public to not know
about the U.S. Special Virus program. He has
removed the progress reports from the archives
because he is listed as a member of the
‘Developmental Research Segment” of the
Special Virus program. See, Ex.
Dr. Rabson was also instrumental in ‘thwarting’
the June 2002 General Accounting Office
(“GAO”) “ORIGIN of the AIDS Virus” report
whereby he certified the accuracy of the fake
report, anonymously. See,.
Dr. Rabson must be held to account for his
actions both then and now. The Court should
compel Dr. Rabson to produce the missing
progress reports.

THE U.S. DISTRICTI COURT FOR THE
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
It is important to note plaintiff has previously
attempted to bring a number of related legal
actions regarding the U.S. ORIGIN of AIDS in
this Court. Judge Jeffrey Miller dismissed the
NINTH Circuit appeal without notice to the
parties and the U.S. attorney agrees.
The Court has summarized plaintiff as follows:
(Plaintiff presented argument in open court on
July 3, 2003)
[O]n July 4, 2003, San Diego Police Officers
arrested him (plaintiff) for making “irrational
statements the federal government made AIDS”
After his arrest, the officers allegedly took
plaintiff into custody, beat him, physically and
verbally abused him, injected him with a
substance, and transported him by ambulance to
the violently mentally ill ward of the Veteran’s
Hospital in La Jolla California. Plaintiff then
claims he was “held there” (incarcerated) against
his will for 72 hours (and was) reluctantly

released by the [Veteran’s] Hospital on Moday,
July 7, 2003.”This entire episode, plaintiff
insists, was in retaliation for plaintiff’s statement
concerning the United States government’s
responsibility for the AIDS virus.
THE 1971 AIDS BLUEPRINT FLOWCHART
The 1971 “research logic” of the U.S. Speciasl
Virus is without doubt the key document to
dismantling AIDS. The flowchart proves the
“design”, “purpose” and “intent” of the United
States to make a “contagious cancer that
selectively kills”. The virus particle isolated
under the first “decision point” of the flowchart
proves under electron microscopy this is the
origin of AIDS.
The 1971 flowchart provides a workmanlike
approach to the fifteen progress reports of the
U.S. Special Virus program. It is also clear that
in PHASE IV-A of the program, experiments
were conducted to inhibit and control AIDS. The

American people are entitled to a judicial review
of the U.S. Special Virus program.
PRESIDENT BUSH’S 2003 STATE OF THE
UNION AIDS ORIGIN STATEMENT
In President’ Bush’s 2003 State of the Union
Address, he made a point to say, “ AIDS is a
plague of nature”. It is not. AIDS is a plague of
Aryan man supported by U.S. Public law (91213). According to the 1969 Congressional
Record, AIDS is a ‘weapon of depopulation”.
This is further underscored by the May 1946
Appropriations hearing recorded in the June 3,
1946 TIME magazine article, “Better than the
Bomb”. In actuality, he development of AIDS
precedes the 20th Century.
HIV/AIDS is the result of a century long hunt
for a contagious cancer that selectively kills. If
we compel the United States to replace in its
archives those documents that have been
removed, we strengthen our resolve for truth and

fact and our inherent right to know.
WHEREFORE; plaintiff prays the Cour twill
Order the United States to relocate and replace
progress reports #14 and 15 (1977, ’78) back
into the archives of the National Cancer Institute
and award reasonable attorney fees and other
costs to plaintiff who has pursued this “public
interest disclosure” for nine years because of its
extreme public significance.
Respectfully submitted,

Boyd Ed Graves, J.D.
574 Garrett Avenue
Chula Vista, CA 91910
619-849-9364
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Boyd Ed Graves, do hereby certify with my
signature below that I served upon defendant
United States as follows:
The Office of the President of the United States
George W. Bush, President
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania, Ave, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20510
Alberto Gonzalez,
The missing progress reports, when returned,
coupled with the plethora of U.S. AIDS
development documentation will assist this
plaintiff and the American people in truly
understanding the truth about the greatest man
made loss of human life in the history of the
world. Our cause is just, it is our union, which is
imperfect

